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Task 1 (20 points). Go through your own lecture notes and through the downloadale notes presented
at www.qedtheory.org/resources. Write up a “cheat sheet” with the most important formulas that
summarize the most important results and equations encountered so far in the lecture. Start with formulas
for matrix multiplication and complex numbers. Then, go over to the Cauchy–Riemann equations in their
various forms. Include the divergence theorem and Stokes’s theorem, in their full forms and with a clear
distinction of scalar and vectorial quantities. Then, summarize various formulas connecting complex
numbers and two-dimensional vector fields. Any further additions to the “cheat sheet” are at your
discretion.
Task 2 (60 points+20 extra points). It is extremely useful to be able to visualize scalar functions that
depend on more than one variable, and also vector fields. In the lecture, the following figures are included,
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Step 1. (20 points) Read and understand the lecture notes. Step 2. (20 points) Locate the above pictures
in the lecture notes and find out which functions or vector fields they refer to. Step 3. (20 points) Use
your favorite software (gnuplot, python, Julia, Mathematica, Maple, GiNaC, or whatever, in order
to reproduce at least two of the above four plots. Step 4. (20 extra points) “Play around” with the
parameters of the functions plotted (multiplicative factors, real parts of the Γ function instead of its
argument, etc.) and see how the visualization changes with the parameters. Include a printout of your
code or submit your work electronically.
This task is a graded exploratory project.

The tasks are due on Tuesday, 30–MAR–2021.

